CAL-ISBOA | GALLAGHER

ADA COMPLIANCE WEBINAR

INCREASE YOUR COMPLIANCE
AWARENESS AROUND ADA
WEBSITE LAWS & REGULATIONS

A FREE WEBINAR FROM CAL-ISBOA & GALLAGHER

Join us as national law firm, Wilson Elser, leads a
legal panel created by AAAtraq®, leaders in compliance
identification and management services, to raise
web compliance under the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA).
“When the ADA was enacted in 1990, the focus was on
physical space and buildings and the rights and needs of
disabled people,” said Adam Bialek, co-chair of Wilson
Elser’s Intellectual Property & Technology practice. “In recent
years, the focus has shifted to the web, where disabled
people encounter a new set of barriers to accessing what
they need to participate in today’s economy.”

ARE YOU COMPLIANT?
REALLY?

Despite best efforts, over 94% of websites fail to
meet web accessibility, often resulting in
unintentional discrimination against those with
disabilities and exposing your website to threats
of legal aggression.
Additionally, lacking an understanding of
standards and regulations can be devastating,
most often requiring an attorney who is
specialized in accessibility suits. Typical
litigation time can be nine to fourteen months
and the costs, compensation and damage to
your brand considerable.

YOUR SCHOOL’S WEBSITE IS A PORTAL TO YOUR SCHOOL - IS IT ADA COMPLIANT?
REGISTER FOR THIS FREE WEBINAR TODAY!

More than 800 attorneys strong, Wilson Elser serves clients of all sizes, across multiple industries and around the world. The
firm has extensive experience defending claims of website inaccessibility subject to the ADA and similar state statutes, in
addition to conducting website audits for content and regulatory compliance. wilsonelser.com AAAtraq’s automated service
enables organizations to assess the current compliance status of their websites and provides a strategic, principle-driven
pathway to achieving compliance with clear timescales and milestones. Visit aaatraq.com.

REGISTER TODAY! JANUARY 27, 11AM-12PM
Visit https://www.isboa.org/event-4128504

For more information, please contact:
Andria Marcus, Cal-ISBOA Membership Engagement Manager
andria.marcus@isboa.org | 818-731-0342

